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The Checkout
FLYING AIRCRAFT IS SOMEWHAT unique among hobbies in that it
requires continuous training and evaluation to maintain your skills
and legality with the FAA. Golfers might take lessons to improve
their swing, but duffers still hack away wildly, at least at the public
courses. Flying is different than many other activities because of the
skill and judgment necessary to accomplish the mission successfully.
This puts a responsibility on all of us to take this interest seriously,
whether it’s purely for a fun pastime or a career, and be willing to
accept and benefit from regular training.
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Aircraft checkrides, checkouts, and evaluations are something that every pilot will
face throughout his flying life. An aircraft
checkout isn’t actually required by the FAA,
but insurance companies often have their
own ideas about such things, sometimes
leading to comical results. I own an antique
aircraft; in fact it’s the only example of my
particular model flying. When I first bought
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it, my insurance company required a checkout with a qualified flight instructor. But finding an instructor with time in a
Waco YOC was simply impossible. Even so, it was somehow
comforting to the insurance underwriters to know that, for
the first five hours anyway, there were two people aboard
with absolutely no idea about what they’re doing rather than
just me alone.
Sometimes, if the aircraft you’re hoping to fly weighs
more than 12,500 pounds, you must have a type rating. This
is where a simple checkout can morph into a full-blown
checkride with a designated examiner. With a type rating you
get a little notation on the back of your certificate with the
aircraft designator of whatever craft you are certified to fly. I
only have five of them, but some pilots require additional certificates in their wallet just to hold all of their type ratings.
At EAA we have a byzantine array of qualifications that
we must maintain due to FAA legalities and the requirements
of EAA’s insurers. We’re about safety first at EAA, and our
flight ops people require a separate checkout annually in
every aircraft type that one might hope to fly. For me that
means an individual checkout in both the Cessna 210 and the
Aztec that we use for transportation to and from chapter
events and Grassroots Pilot Tour appearances.
I am also a flight instructor in the EAA employee flying
club. For that I need a yearly checkout in the RV-6, the CUBy,
and the Skycatcher. That’s five check flights! But recently,
one of our pilots stumbled across a small notation in our club
rules requiring a checkout each year not only in daylight, but
also at night. That adds three more for a total of eight.
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approaches in the last six months, which
is too hard, for me anyway, to keep a
running total of.
“But wait, there’s more!” as they say on the infomercial
channel. I fly EAA’s aircraft on IFR flight plans and in instrument conditions. This of course mandates the requisite six
approaches in the last six months, which is too hard, for me
anyway, to keep a running total of. I just take an instrument
competency ride at six-month intervals. I even have my own
instrument training hood that sits on a shelf behind my desk,
just for this purpose. This brings my yearly checkout total to
10 flights, but I’m combining my instrument competency
rides with my Cessna 210 and Aztec yearly checkouts, one
every six months, to cut down on the trips back and forth to
the north side of the airport. These training flights now
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extend to about two hours each with all the
approaches and maneuvers I have to demonstrate. As if all these requirements aren’t
enough to keep track of, it doesn’t stop there.
Some of you may have already sensed
another fly in the ointment. Currency. We all
have to maintain landing currency to carry
passengers, three takeoffs and landings every
90 days, and three more at night to a full stop.
But here’s the rub: That’s both in category and
class, meaning that even 100 single-engine
landings in the Cessna 210 are completely
worthless for meeting the currency requirements of the Aztec, or any aircraft with two
engines hanging on the wings.
And even worse, there’s the CUBy and
my Waco biplane thrown in there. That
means tailwheel time—another set of landings and takeoffs—and these must be to a full
stop. This leads to the inevitable question: If
I do three takeoffs and landings to a full stop
at night in my Waco, does that qualify for
everything else? Why yes, it does! Except for
the Aztec, that is. There is no specific tricycle-gear requirement, and night landings
also qualify you for daytime. But all of this is
still too mind-boggling to keep track of, and
I haven’t even begun to talk about our FAA
required flight reviews.
I occasionally rent a Piper Arrow at a
local airport when I need to go somewhere
either fast, IFR, or not on EAA business. It
has its own currency requirements of
course. You must have flown in the Arrow
within the last 90 days or get a checkout
with one of the FBO’s flight instructors.
Fortunately the chief pilot knows that I fly
all the time in many different aircraft and,
on request, gives me a papal dispensation
from this particular requirement.
As an airline pilot, currency is easy. All
you have to do is be a part of the required
Advanced Qualification Process, and voila,
you are legal. One, three-day training session
every year keeps you clear of the feds – well,
that and those three takeoffs and landings
within the last 90 days. Believe it or not, those
takeoffs and landings can be a problem for
even regular line pilots. Often international
flights leave the gate with three pilots: captain, first officer, and a third pilot called an
IRO (international relief officer). As the name
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One of the most important
lessons that a pilot can learn
is what they don’t know,
and I have found that I
don’t know a lot.
indicates, on long flights this third position
alternately sits in a warm seat in the cockpit
while the primary occupant is taking a nap in
back. On even longer flights there may be two
complete crews onboard—all of them vying
for that one landing at the end of the flight to
record in their logbooks. An occasional trip
to the simulator to get three bounces to maintain legality is not unheard of even for regular
line pilots. And, at least at my airline, it is
unpaid as well. The lack of meaningful
compensation for takeoffs and landings
accomplished in the simulator keeps this
niggling little currency requirement under
unusual scrutiny by those pilots affected.
As I stated earlier, instruction and evaluation are a constant for aviators. Some pilots
bristle under the constructive criticism of a
more learned cockpit companion, but most
take instruction in the spirit that it is given.
I find that some instructors get uptight
about flying with me because they think
that, simply because I survived an accident,
I have achieved some sort of exalted higher
form of aeronautical existence. But, I am no
different than they are, or you for that matter. I’m only blessed with so much in the way
of flying skills, and advancing age isn’t helping matters any.
One of the most important lessons that a
pilot can learn is what they don’t know, and I
have found that I don’t know a lot. There are
so many different kinds of flying and so many
different techniques that one pilot alone can
only scratch the surface of aviation knowledge. Not to mention, the industry is always
changing things up. For instance, glass cockpits
may be the wave of the future, but in my
dreams I will always fly steam gauges.
I try to be enthusiastic about learning
from my flying companions. As a career

airline pilot, I have been in training my
whole life, and I think I am very coachable.
Most pilots are willing to accept constructive criticism because it is an unwise pilot
who thinks he or she knows it all.
Just two months ago in this column I
mentioned being taken to school by a
19-year-old Young Eagle in the operation of
a Garmin 430. He knew how to do it, I
didn’t, I needed to learn how to do it, and
thanks to Tyler, now I do. Flying is such a
broad and complicated activity that there is
something to be learned from just about
anybody regardless of personal experience
or qualifications.
As important as it is to learn from others,
the most important trait to possess as a pilot
is a keen sense of self-awareness. If you’re
not feeling comfortable with your skills, find
an instructor and get a little dual. Let the
instructor figure out what’s wrong with you.
Tennis players are eager to hire a tennis pro
to help them with their swing, but pilots are
reluctant to take instruction except when
they absolutely must.
For me at EAA, however, instructional
opportunities are not hard to find. I just
received an e-mail detailing the date and
time of the spring Pioneer Airport class
required to fly into and out of Pioneer Field
here in Oshkosh. At EAA this requires not
only a checkout in the two GlaStars we use
for those flights, both nose wheel and tail
wheel, but also a special Pioneer Airport
checkout. That entails five or six hours aloft
landing from both directions in every conceivable wind condition culminating in a
checkride with Sean Elliott (Vice PresidentAdvocacy and Safety). Jeez! Sometimes I
long for the simplicity of being a professional pilot again.
As pilots we continuously face an endless
parade of checkrides, checkouts, and
currency flights. It seems as if we have only
just completed getting ourselves legal before
the next medical appointment, flight review,
or checkout is staring us in the face. Being
evaluated by our kindred aviators is just part
of the deal. EAA
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